
1 17. (New) A collapsible shaft assembly according to

2 claim 16, wherein said resin member is substantially

3 annular.

REMARKS

Applicants respectfully request favorable

reconsideration of this application, as amended.

The specification (including the abstract) has been

editorially revised in order to improve grammar and

expression, and to place this application generally in

better condition for issue. The title has also been

revised to better conform with the claims as presently

amended. In order to facilitate entry of the changes by

the Office, a substitute specification has been provided.

No new matter has been added, as will be evident from the

accompanying marked-up version of the specification.

In response to the rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a),

Claim 1 has been amended more particularly to recite that

the low frictional member is a one-piece, substantially

annular member fixedly attached to an inner peripheral

surface of a front side end of the fitting portion of the

outer shaft. The remaining amendments in Claim 1, as well

as the amendments to Claim 2, are intended to improve
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clarity and are not for purposes of patentability, as will

be appreciated from the discussion below.

As noted by the Office, the primary reference to

Yamaguchi does not disclose a low frictional member in

accordance with Applicants' invention. Moreover, the

NagazTimi patent, which was relied upon with respect to the

low frictional member, clearly fails to teach or suggest

such a member as now more particularly claimed. Nagazumi

teaches a thrust roller bearing 68 provided between a first

jacket tube 30 and a second jacket tube 32. This bearing

includes a cylindrical ball carrier 7 0 and a plurality of

balls 72. Significantly, the bearing is not fixed to

either of the first or second jacket tubes, but is movable

relative to both of the tubes in order to absorb collision

energy, as shown in Fig. 5b. As will be apparent, such a

structure is not effective to obtain a smooth collapse when

a bending moment acts on the steering tubes. Nor does the

structure provide a one-piece, substantially annular low

frictional member.

Claim 1, at least as presently amended, thus clearly

distinguishes patentably from the collective teachings of

Yamaguchi and Nagazumi. Emig, which was cited as a

tertiary reference in connection with Claim 2, plainly
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falls to overcome the more fiindamental deficiencies of

Yamaguchi and Nagazioml with respect to Claim 1 discussed

above

•

Accordingly, Applicants respectfully siibmlt that Claim

1 Is In condition for allowance, and further, that Claim 2

Is also In condition for allowance at least by virtue of

Its dependency from Claim 1.

New Claims 3-17 have been added In order to provide

more comprehensive protection for certain aspects of

Applicants' Invention. These claims are also believed to

be patentable over the prior art. Regarding Independent

Claim 3, note, for example, the features relating to the

reduced diameter portion of the Inner shaft, the end

portion of the outer shaft In which the reduced diameter

portion of the Inner shaft Is received, and the low

frlctlonal member attached to the end portion of the outer

shaft, all particularly as set forth In lines 8-21.

An early allowance of all claims Is respectfully

solicited.

The Commissioner Is hereby authorized to charge to

Deposit Account No. 50-1165 any fees under 37 C.F.R. §§

1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to

credit any overpayment to that Account. If any extension
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of time is required in connection with the filing of this

paper and has not been rec[uested separately, such extension

is hereby requested.

Respectfully submitted.

MWSisjk

Miles & Stockbridge P.C. Reg. No. 31,568
1751 Pinnacle Drive, Suite 500
McLean, Virginia 22102-3833
(703) 903-9000

February 28, 2 0 03
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MARKED-UP COPY OF THE CLAIMS ;

1. (Amended) A collapsible shaft assembly [coupling

structure of extensible shafts, characterized by]

comprising:

an inner shaft having a fitting portion;

an outer hollow shaft having a fitting portion [so]

fitted [to] on said fitting portion of said inner shaft

[as to be extensible in the] such that said inner shaft

and said outer shaft are telescopically movable in an

axial direction and incapable of rotating relative to

each other ;

[a] concave grooves formed in said fitting portion

of said inner shaft;

filling holes, formed in said fitting portion of

said outer shaft, through which said concave grooves [is]

filled with a resin [;]^ [and] resinous slide portions

thus being formed on said fitting portions of said inner

and outer shafts [ ,

]

; and

[wherein] a one-piece, substantially annular low

frictional member [is] fixedly attached to an inner

peripheral surface of a front side end of said fitting

portion of said outer shaft.
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1 2 . (Amended) A collapsible shaft assembly

2 [coupling structure of extensible shafts] according to

3 claim 1, [characterized in that] wherein said low

4 frictional member is constructed of a ring made of a

5 synthetic resin.
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MARKED-UP VERSION OF SPECIFICATION NSK2213PCTUS

DESCRIPTION

COUPLING STRUCTURE OF EXTENSIBLE SHAFTS RECEIVEb
COLLAPSIBLE SHAFT ASSEMBLY

MAR 0 4 2OO3I

GROUP 3600
Technical Field

The present invention relates generally to a

coupling structure of extensible shafts used for a

steering apparatus etc of an automobile, and more

particularly to a coupling structure of extensible

shafts by which to enhance a mobility of an outer

shaft toward a front side of the vehicle when

collapsed upon a secondary collision.

Background Arts

In a steering apparatus of an automobile, a

steering shaft bocomoD—ohrunk contracts by getting a

part of a—the steering shaft collapoGd collapsing

upon a secondary collision, thus safeguarding a

driver. A hollowed outer shaft disposed on a rear

side of the steering shaft is spline-fitted (or

serration-fitted) to a solid inner shaft disposed on

a front side thereof, and fitting portions of these

two shafts got are collapsed upon the secondary

collision, whereby the inner shaft i^s

—

housed

telescopes in the outer shaft and the steering shaft

thus shrinks-
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According to, for example, Japanese Patent

Application Laid-Open Publications Nos. 2-286468 and

10-45006, a predetermined clearance is given to

between the spline fitting portions of the two shafts,

5 thereby well—keeping assuring an axial slidability

between the two shafts. On the other hand, a concave

groove formed in the inner shaft is filled by

injection with a synthetic resin, thereby forming

resinous slide portions on the spline fitting

10 portions of the two shafts. A -f-backlash^

—

occurred in

a peripheral direction of the shafts is thereby

prevented, and the two shafts can -g^^fe

—

shrunk

telescope with a stability when collapsed upon the

secondary collision

.

15 To be more specific, as shown in FIG. 4, a

solid inner shaft 1 disposed on a front side of the

steering shaft is spline-fitted (or serration-fitted)

to a hollowed outer shaft 2 disposed on a rear side

thereof. The inner shaft 1 is constructed of a male

20 spline fitting portion la and a small-diameter

portion lb of which a diameter is set slightly

smaller than a diameter of this fitting portion la.

The outer shaft 2 is constructed of a female spline

fitting portion 2a and a large-diameter portion 2b of

25 which a diameter is set slightly larger than a

diameter of this fitting portion 2a. A predetermined

clearance is given to between the spline fitting
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portions la and 2a of the two shafts 1, 2, thereby

v^foll—keeping an providing good axial slidability

between the two shafts 1 and 2

.

The male spline fitting portion la of the inner

5 shaft is formed with two strcakG of concave grooves 3

extending over the entire periphery thereof- The

female spline fitting portion 2a of the outer shaft 2

is formed with a plurality of filling holes 4 through

which to make injection-filling of a synthetic resin,

10 corresponding to those concave grooves 3. With this

configuration, the concave grooves 3 are filled by

injection with the synthetic resin through the

filling holes 4, thus forming resinous slide portions

5 on the spline fitting portions la, 2a of the two

15 shafts 1, 2. A -fbacklash-]

—

cauood in a peripheral

direction between the shafts 1 and 2 is thereby

prevented, and the inner and outer shafts 1 and 2 can

get—shrunk telescope with a—stability when becoming

collapsed upon a secondary collision.

20 In the steering shaft shown in FIG. 4, the

spline fitting portions la, 2a of the two shafts 1, 2

get collapsed upon the secondary collision. As shown

in FIG. 5, the female spline fitting portion 2a of

the outer shaft 2 moves with respect to the male

25 spline fitting portion la of the inner shaft towards

the front side of the vehicle, with the result that

the two shafts 1 and 2 g-e^fe

—

ohrunlcare collapsed .
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As the collapse occurred upon the secondary

collision progresses, a -ffitting length L-]- of the

spline fitting portions la, 2a of the two shafts 1, 2

decreases as shown in FIG. 5. Then, the front side

5 end of the outer shaft 2 comes off the male spline

fitting portion la of the inner shaft 1.

When this collapse further progresses, as shown

in FIG. 6, the -^fitting length L+- of the spline

fitting portions la, 2a becomes much shorter, and the

10 front side end of the outer shaft 2 comes further off

the male spline fitting portion la of the inner shaft

1 and comes to be positioned on the outer periphery

of the small-diameter portion lb.

At this time, for example, if a bending load

15 acts on the outer shaft 2, it might happen that the

front side end of the outer shaft 2 is brought into

contact with the outer peripheral surface of the

small-diameter portion lb of the inner shaft 1. As a

result, the outer shaft 2 does not necessarily

20 smoothly move towards the front side of the vehicle.

It is an object of the present invention, which

was devised under such circumstances, to provide a

coupling structure of extensible shafts by which to

enhance a mobility of the outer shaft towards the

25 front side of the vehicle when collapsed upon the

secondary collision

.
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Disclosure of Invention

A coupling structure of extensible shafts is

characterized by comprising an inner shaft having a

fitting portion, an outer shaft having a fitting

5 portion so fitted to the fitting portion of the inner

shaft as to be extensible in the axial direction and

incapable of rotating, a concave groove formed in the

fitting portion of the inner shaft, filling holes,

formed in the fitting portion of the outer shaft,

10 through which the concave groove is filled with a

synthetic resin, and resinous slide portions thus

formed on the fitting portions of the inner and outer

shafts, wherein a low frictional member is attached

to an inner peripheral surface of a front side end of

15 the fitting portion of the outer shaft.

Thus, according to the present invention, the

low frictional member is attached to the inner

peripheral surface of the front side end of the outer

shaft, and hence the outer shaft moves towards the

20 front side of a vehicle when collapsed upon a

secondary collision, with the result that a -ffitting

length^ of the fitting portions of the two shafts

decreases. Then, even if a bending load acts on the

outer shaft when the front side end of the outer

25 shaft comes off the fitting portion of the inner

shaft and is positioned on an outer periphery of the

small-diameter portion of the inner shaft, the front
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side end of the outer shaft, because of the low

frictional member (a resinous ring) sliding on an

outer peripheral surface of the small-diameter

portion of the inner shaft, is capable of smoothly

5 moving towards the front side of the vehicle. A

mobility of the outer shaft toward the front side of

the vehicle can bo morcthus be enhanced than in

relative to the prior art-s-.

In the coupling structure according to the

10 present invention, the low frictional member may

preferably be a resinous ring composed of a

polyacetal resin, polytetrafluoroethylene like nylon

or Teflon (a brand name) , and this ring may

preferably be attached to an inner peripheral surface

15 of the front side end of the outer shaft- The way of

attaching the ring may preferably be such that the

resinous ring is fitted into the inner peripheral

surface of the front side end of the outer shaft and

secured enough not to come off by caulking the front

20 side end of the outer shaft, or the ring may also be

press-fitted in or bonded to the inner peripheral

surface of the front side end of the outer shaft.

Brief Description of the Drawings

25 FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view showing a

steering shaft for a vehicle, to which a coupling

structure of extensible shafts in a first embodiment
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of the present invention is applied;

FIG. 2 is a view showing how the steering shaft

for the vehicle illustrated in FIG. 1 acts upon a

secondary collision

;

5 FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional view showing the

steering shaft for the vehicle, to which the coupling

structure of extensible shafts in a second embodiment

of the present invention is applied;

FIG- 4 is a vertical sectional view showing a

10 steering shaft for a vehicle, to which a coupling

structure of extensible shafts in the prior art is

applied;

FIG. 5 is a view showing how the steering shaft

for the vehicle illustrated in FIG. 4 acts upon the

15 secondary collision in the prior art; and

FIG. 6 is a view showing how the steering shaft

for the vehicle illustrated in FIG. 4 acts upon the

secondary collision in the prior art, and also

showing a case where a collapse progresses.

20

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

A coupling structure of extensible shafts will

be explained by way of embodiments of the present

invention with reference to the drawings.

25 (First Embodiment)

FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view showing a

steering shaft for a vehicle, to which the coupling
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structure of the extensible shafts in a first

embodiment of the present invention is applied- FIG-

2 is a view showing how the steering shaft for the

vehicle illustrated in FIG. 1 acts upon a secondary

5 collision.

As shown in FIG. 1, a solid inner shaft 1

disposed on a front side of the steering shaft is

spline-fitted (or serration-fitted) to a hollowed

outer shaft 2 disposed on a rear side thereof. The

10 inner shaft 1 is constructed of a male spline fitting

portion la and a small-diameter portion lb of which a

diameter is set slightly smaller than a diameter of

this fitting portion la. The outer shaft 2 is

constructed of a female spline fitting portion 2a and

15 a large-diameter portion 2b of which a diameter is

set slightly larger than a diameter of this fitting

portion 2a. A predetermined clearance is given to

between the spline fitting portions la and 2a of the

two shafts 1, 2f thereby well—keeping an assuring

20 good axial slidability between the two shafts 1, 2.

The male spline fitting portion la of the inner

shaft is formed with two otrcalco—e^g—concave grooves 3

extending over the entire periphery thereof. The

female spline fitting portion 2a of the outer shaft 2

25 is formed with a plurality of filling holes 4 through

which to make injection-filling of a synthetic resin,

corresponding to those concave grooves 3. With this



configuration, the concave grooves 3 are filled by

injection with the synthetic resin through the

filling holes 4, thus forming resinous slide portions

5 on the spline fitting portions la, 2a of the two

shafts 1, 2. A -fbacklash^

—

cauocd in a peripheral

direction between the shafts 1 and 2 is thereby

prevented, and the inner and outer shafts 1, 2 can

g^e-t

—

Ghrunlc telescope with a—stability when becoming

collapsed upon a secondary collision.

According to the first embodiment, a low

frictional member, i.e., a resinous ring 6 composed

of a polyacetal resin, polytet rafluoroethylene like

nylon or Teflon (a trade name) and so on, is fitted

to an inner peripheral surface of a front side end of

the female spline fitting portion 2a of the outer

shaft 2. The way of fitting this ring 6 may be such

that the resinous ring 6 is fitted into an annular

cut portion in the inner peripheral portion of the

front side end of the outer shaft 2 and secured

enough not to come off by caulking the front side end

of the outer shaft, or the ring 6 may also be press-

fitted in or bonded to the annular cut portion. Note

that a minute gap is formed between an inner

peripheral surface of the resinous ring 6 and an

outer peripheral surface of the small-diameter

portion lb.

Because of being configured as described above.
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the spline fitting portions la, 2a of the two shafts

1, 2 get are collapsed upon the secondary collision,

As shown in FIG- 2, the female spline fitting portion

2a of the outer shaft 2 moves with respect to the

5 male spline fitting portion la of the inner shaft

towards the front side of the vehicle, with the

result that the two shafts 1 and 2 get—ohrunkare
collapsed

As the collapse occurred upon the secondary

10 collision progresses, a -ffitting length ir3r^—of the

spline fitting portions la, 2a of the two shafts 1, 2

decreases from an initial length L to a reduced

length Ll, as shown in FIG. 2. Then, the front side

end of the outer shaft 2 comes off the male spline

15 fitting portion la of the inner shaft 1 and comes to

be positioned on the outer periphery of the small-

diameter portion lb of the inner shaft 1.

At this time, for example, even if a bending

load acts on the outer shaft 2, according to the

20 first embodiment, the resinous ring 6 is fitted to

the inner peripheral surface of the front side end of

the outer shaft 2 and therefore slides on the outer

peripheral surface of the small-diameter portion lb

of the inner shaft 1, whereby the front side end of

25 the outer shaft 2 can smoothly move toward the front

side of the vehicle and a mobility of the outer shaft

2 toward the front side of the vehicle can be more
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enhanced than—in relative to the prior art-s-.

Moreover^ as illustrated in FIG. 2, though the

-ffitting length LI] of the spline fitting portions la,

2a of the two shafts 1, 2 nominally decreases, if

5 taking—anfe

—

into—conolderat ion—that—because the

resinous ring 6 slides on the outer peripheral

surface of the small-diameter portion lb of the inner

shaft 1, a comparatively large initial -[-fitting

length L-j- can be substantially ensured, and, as

10 described above, the outer shaft 2 can smoothly move

towards the front side of the vehicle.

Note that if the female spline fitting portion

2a of the outer shaft 2 is, as indicated by an

imaginary line (two-dotted line) in FIG. 1, set equal

15 to or longer than the -ffitting length L^, the

-ffitting length L-]- can be increased as the collapse

progresses

.

( Second Embodiment

)

FIG- 3 is a vertical sectional view showing a

20 steering shaft for a vehicle, to which the coupling

structure of the extensible shafts in a second

embodiment of the present invention is applied.

In the second embodiment, the male spline

fitting portion la of the inner shaft 1 has two

25 otrcaJcG—of segmental concave grooves 7 formed only in

some portions in the peripheral direction. Further,

the female spline fitting portion 2a of the outer
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shaft 2 is formed with two picccD—of injection holes

8 for injecting the synthetic resin and with two

piccQO—e^—discharge holes 9 for discharging the

synthetic resin. With this configuration, when

5 filled with filling the synthetic resin by injection,

the synthetic resin is injected into the segmental

concave grooves 7 via the injection holes 8. If the

resin overflows, the overflowed resin is discharged

via the discharge holes 9. Resinous slide portions

10 10 are thus formed in the concave grooves 7.

As described above, the male spline fitting

portion la of the inner shaft 1 is formed with the

segmental concave grooves 7 only in some portions in

the peripheral direction. Therefore, the resin

15 filling there does not spread wider than needed over

the entire peripheries of the two fitting portions la,

2a, and it is feasible to restrain a slide resistance

on the resinous slide portion 10 from remarkably

increasing

.

20 Further, when filled with filling the synthetic

resin by injection, the overflowed synthetic resin is

discharged via the discharge holes 9, and hence the

interiors of the two fitting portions la, 2a are not

filled with more of the resin than needed. Similarly,

25 it is possible to restrain the slide resistance on

the resinous slide portion 10 from remarkably

increasing

.
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Moreover^ in the second embodiment also, as the

collapse ocGurrGd upon the secondary collision

progresses, the front side end of the outer shaft 2

comes off the male spline fitting portion la. Then,

5 if positioned on the outer periphery of the small-

diameter portion lb, the resinous ring 6 4rs—attached

to the inner peripheral surface of the front side end

of the outer shaft 2 and—thcrGforc slides on the

outer peripheral surface of the small-diameter

10 portion lb of the inner shaft 1. Accordingly, the

front side end of the outer shaft 2 is capable of

smoothly moving towards the front side of the vehicle,

and the mobility of the outer shaft 2 toward the

front side of the vehicle can be more is enhanced

15 thanrelative to in the prior art-s-.

Note that the present invention is not limited

to the embodiments discussed above and may be

modified in a variety of forms.

According to the present invention, the low

20 frictional member (e.g., the resinous ring) is

attached to the inner peripheral surface of the front

side end of the fitting portion of the outer shaftT

—

and therefore,—when—getting . When collapsed upon the

secondary collision, the outer shaft moves towards

25 the front side of the vehicle, and the -^fitting

length^ of the fitting portions of the two shafts

decreases, with the result that the front side end of



the outer shaft comes off the fitting portion of the

inner shaft. Then,—Gvcn Even if the a bending load

then acts on the outer shaft , the low frictional

member assures that when pooitionod on the—outer
periphery of—the—small

-

diameter portion—e^

—

the—inner
shaft

,

—the front side end of the outer shaft slides

on the outer peripheral surface of the small-diameter

portion of the inner shaft and 4=-s—therefore—capable
of smoothly moving moves towards the front side of

the vehicleT

—

and . Thus, the mobility of the outer

shaft toward^ the front side of the vehicle can bo

more is enhanced than—in relative to the prior art-s-.
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Abstract

^In a collapsible shaft assembly, concave

grooves ^—formed in a male spline fitting portion Ig

of an inner shaft 1 io are filled with a synthetic

resin via filling holes 4—formed in a female spline

fitting portion :^e~of an outer shaft-^. Resinous

slide portions are thus formed on the fitting

portions ia^^—^a—of these two shafts^:-;^—3-, A resinous

ring -6—is attached to an inner peripheral surface of

a front side end of the female spline fitting portion

3-a—of the outer shaft~-2-, whereby even if the front

side end of the outer shaft 3—comes off the male

spline fitting portion ^ra—of the inner shaft ^during

collapse ^, the front side end of the outer shaft Or-,

bccauoc of the rGoinouo ring (5 Gliding on an outer

pGriphoral ourfacQ of g small diameter portion lb of

the inner ohaft 1, is capable of smoothly moving

towards a front side of a vehicle because of the

resinous ring sliding on an outer peripheral surface

of a small-diameter portion of the inner shaft

.


